VES-Matic Cube 80 IMPORTANT information

Some VesMatic Cube 80 (from S/N....) may have been released with incorrect values for a parameter on the READER 1 (address 000F = 00)

This value may cause, occasionally, loss of steps of the READER 1, causing a red alert for the processed and read sample, which also remains in the chain and it is no longer transferred to the classifier

To eliminate this malfunction must be inserted to the address 000F the value 78.
(This slightly improves even the mechanical vibration of the motor when starting and when stopping)

Please check also the address 000E that must show the value 00

Same check should be undertaken on "Reader 2"
where it is suggested to digit the same values:
at the address 000F the value 78
At the address 000E the value 00

Procedure

- Enter the SERVICE menu, select "0x05 Reader 1"
- In EEP settings, enter the value 000F in the ADDRESS box
- Press READ and check the read value in the VALUE box
  If the value is 00 please modify into 78
- then press WRITE.
  (If the reading is es. 64 it is advisable to bring it to 78)

- With the same procedure please check
to address 000E the value 00

- With the same procedure check the reader 2,
  select "0x06 Reader 2" that shall be:
  at the address 000F → 78
  at the address 000E → 00